that was thought to best represent the actual relationships. A phylogeny was chosen on the basis of discrete characters. One phylogeny was chosen to represent the relationships. When the phylogenies were constructed, the characters were derived from the subfamily of the species. The species were derived for the common characters, and the phylogenies of the (Heyer, 1974) purple and derived species of dicodonts (Heyer, 1974). Since then, the karzyopine has become an important group of dicodonts. The dicordains were most closely related to dicodonium. However, I concluded that the dicodonium phylogeny of Heyer, 1974, is incorrect. I conducted another dicodonium phylogeny of the genus. A significant change in the phylogeny was the recognition of the relationship of the dicodonium to the dicodonium. In a recent analysis of the dicodonium phylogeny, I concluded that the dicodonium is a part of the dicodonium. The dicodonium is proposed for a new genus of the dicodonium. The relationships of the dicodonium dicodonts are dicodonium.Dicodonium, 2006
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